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Abstract

Solar and atmospheric variability influences the ionosphere, causing critical impacts on satellite and ground based infrastructure.

Determining the dominant forcing mechanisms for ionosphere variability is important for prediction and mitigation of these

threats. However, this is a challenging task due to the complexity of solar-terrestrial coupling processes. At high latitudes,

diurnal and semidiurnal variations of temperature and neutral wind velocity can be forced from either below (lower atmosphere

waves) or from above (geomagnetic and in-situ solar forcing). We analyse measurements from the incoherent scatter radar (ISR)

facility operated by the European Incoherent Scatter Scientific Association (EISCAT). They are complemented by meteor radar

data and compared to global circulation models. Experimental and model data both indicate the existence of strong semidiurnal

oscillations in a two-band structure at altitudes $\lesssim110$ km and $\gtrsim130$ km, respectively. Analysis of the phase

progressions suggests the upper band to be forced \textit{in situ} while the lower band corresponds to upwards propagating

tides from lower atmosphere. These results show that the actual transition of tides in the altitude region between 90 and 130

km is more complex than described so far.
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Key Points:14

• 20 day long EISCAT radar campaign shows a complex mixture of semidiurnal and15

diurnal tidal oscillations.16

• Comparison of observational results to circulation models confirms an altitudinal17
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• Adaptive Spectral Filtering (ASF) technique allows to extract tidal phases, sug-19

gesting different forcings of upper and lower tidal band.20
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Abstract21

Solar and atmospheric variability influences the ionosphere, causing critical impacts on22

satellite and ground based infrastructure. Determining the dominant forcing mechanisms23

for ionosphere variability is important for prediction and mitigation of these threats. How-24

ever, this is a challenging task due to the complexity of solar-terrestrial coupling pro-25

cesses. At high latitudes, diurnal and semidiurnal variations of temperature and neu-26

tral wind velocity can be forced from either below (lower atmosphere waves) or from above27

(geomagnetic and in-situ solar forcing). We analyse measurements from the incoherent28

scatter radar (ISR) facility operated by the European Incoherent Scatter Scientific As-29

sociation (EISCAT). They are complemented by meteor radar data and compared to global30

circulation models. Experimental and model data both indicate the existence of strong31

semidiurnal oscillations in a two-band structure at altitudes ≲ 110 km and ≳ 130 km,32

respectively. Analysis of the phase progressions suggests the upper band to be forced in33

situ while the lower band corresponds to upwards propagating tides from lower atmo-34

sphere. These results show that the actual transition of tides in the altitude region be-35

tween 90 and 130 km is more complex than described so far.36

1 Introduction37

The ionospheric dynamo region marks the transition from a collision dominated38

plasma below ∼ 90 km to a nearly collisionless plasma above ∼ 150 km. Across this39

transition region, ion/electron gyrofrequencies Ωi/e are of the same order as collision fre-40

quencies νin/en. As a result, Pedersen and Hall conductivities reach their respective max-41

ima, which in turn permits Pedersen and Hall currents perpendicular to the magnetic42

field. This enables global magnetospheric field-aligned current systems to be closed at43

these heights. However, dynamic processes in the transition region can be forced either44

from ”above” (global plasma convection, in-situ solar irradiance absorption, auroral pre-45

cipitation, etc.) or from ”below” (upward propagating waves from lower atmosphere).46

Determining the actual forcing of specific effects in the transition region will help un-47

derstanding the complex solar-terrestrial coupling processes.48

One parameter to quantify the respective impact of atmospheric and solar effects49

are tidal-like neutral wind oscillations, especially diurnal (24 hour period) and semid-50

iurnal (12 hour period) variations. Upward-propagating atmospheric tides of both pe-51

riods are mostly forced due to ultraviolet (UV) absorption by stratospheric ozone and52

infrared (IR) absorption by tropospheric water vapor. The classical tidal theory (Lindzen,53

1979; Andrews et al., 1987; Oberheide et al., 2011) suggests the semidiurnal atmospheric54

tides to dominate at latitudes above ∼ 45◦. At high latitudes, the reconnection between55

the Earth’s magnetic field and the interplanetary magnetic field leads to a large-scale56

plasma convection pattern (see e.g., Kelly, 2009). This causes a predominantly 24h os-57

cillation of zonal and meridional ion velocities which is transferred to the neutral me-58

dia via ion drag and frictional heating. The transition from dominant 12h to dominant59

24h oscillation regimes is observed at ∼ 115 − 120 km altitude (Nozawa et al., 2010).60

However, there have been evidences for non-negligible semidiurnal oscillations as far up61

as ∼ 250 km (R. Schunk & Nagy, 2009; Wu et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2018). Whether these62

12h oscillations are signs of atmospheric tides propagating up into the ionosphere F-region63

or in situ generated oscillations remained an open question. Also, there is a general lack64

of continuous measurements in the region from 120 km to 250 km.65

Thus, we employ two well established observation techniques to measure neutral66

wind velocities across the mesosphere-lower thermosphere region: meteor radars and ISR.67

While meteor radars are restricted in altitude coverage by meteor trail occurrence, ISR68

can cover the whole range from the mesopause well into the thermosphere. In this pa-69

per, we leverage the co-located Nordic Meteor Radar Network to verify the validity of70

the ISR measurements from EISCAT. Based on the combined neutral wind data set, we71

estimated 12h and 24h oscillations, considering that local measurements do not provide72

information on the zonal wave number to separate migrating (sun-synchronous) and non-73
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migrating modes from each other. Such information is taken from global model data such74

as Ground-to-topside model of Atmosphere and Ionosphere for Aeronomy (GAIA) and75

the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model With Thermosphere and Ionosphere76

Extension - Specified Dynamics (WACCM-X(SD)). The nomenclature of global tidal modes77

gives information on period (D: diurnal, S: semidiurnal), propagation direction (W: west-78

ward, E: eastward) as seen from an observer at a fixed geographic location on Earth and79

the zonal wavenumber k (Smith, 2012). While in principle the latter can take any in-80

teger value, we will restrict our analysis to 0 ≤ k ≤ 3 since the by far largest ampli-81

tudes are expected for the two sun-synchronous, migrating tidal modes DW1 and SW282

(Smith, 2012).83

The determination of tidal amplitudes and phases is done using the Adaptive Spec-84

tral Filtering (ASF) technique (Stober et al., 2017). Thereby, the neutral wind data in85

zonal and meridional direction is separately fitted for a mean background wind and sev-86

eral periodic components. Unless otherwise stated, amplitudes in this paper have been87

averaged over a sliding window of one day length. The ASF has shown to be a robust88

frequency analysis method for unequally spaced data (spatially and temporal). Due to89

the fitting of phases, the propagation of non-stationary processes (phase drifts over time)90

can be estimated similar to holographic analysis (Stober et al., 2020). The robustness91

of the fitting for short time windows enables a good resolution of the day-to-day vari-92

ability of amplitudes compared to other methods. The ASF has been successfully extended93

and applied to fit for global tidal modes (Baumgarten & Stober, 2019; Stober et al., 2020).94

The further structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the experimen-95

tal setup and outlines the respective methods of neutral wind retrievals. The numeri-96

cal models used to generate data are briefly introduced in Section 3. Section 4 presents97

the results from the analysis of measurement data and highlights the most important98

features, same is done for the model data in Section 5. The comparison of both as well99

as the interpretation and discussion are given in Section 6 and the paper is concluded100

in Section 7.101

2 Instruments102

2.1 EISCAT UHF ISR103

The EISCAT Ultra High Frequency (UHF) radar at Tromsø is a powerful ISR with104

about 1.5-2 MW peak power on transmission operating at a frequency of 930 MHz. The105

system employs a dish with 32 m in diameter resulting in a beam width of about 0.7◦106

corresponding to an antenna directive gain of approximately 48.1 dBi.107

In this paper, we analyze UHF EISCAT observations collected during a campaign108

over more than 20 days in September 2005. This data set presents one of the longest con-109

tinuous ISR measurements ever performed worldwide. More details on the experiment,110

data gaps, geomagnetic activity and data quality throughout the campaign are presented111

in Nozawa et al. (2010). Here, we make use of the existing data base. The EISCAT UHF112

radar in Tromsø (69.6° N, 19.2° E) (Folkestad et al., 1983) was operated in the beam swing-113

ing mode in which the radar rotates back and forth between four different pointing di-114

rections (Collis, 1995). The dwell times at the four positions and the rotation times in115

between result in a total time resolution of ∼ 6 min. From the line of sights ion veloc-116

ities measured at each pointing direction, three dimensional ion velocity vectors can be117

derived by inverting the radial wind equation. This is done for seven range gates cor-118

responding to altitudes between 96 km and 142 km and one channel at ∼ 300 km.119

The procedure of calculating E-region neutral wind velocities u from ISR measure-120

ments was described in Brekke et al. (1973). It assumes a steady ion velocity vi due to121

an equilibrium of Lorentz and ion-neutral friction force. The direct solution of the steady122

state ion mobility equation can be applied (Rino et al., 1977; Nozawa et al., 2010)123
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u = vi −
Ωi

Bνin
(E+ vi ×B) . (1)

As magnetic field B, the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) (Barraclough,124

1988) is employed. The ion gyrofrequency Ωi is calculated from the magnetic field strength125

and the mean ion mass mi = 30.5 amu. As suggested by Brekke et al. (1973) and demon-126

strated by Nozawa and Brekke (1999); Nozawa et al. (2010), the electric field E can be127

calculated at F-region region altitudes and assumed to be the same in the E-region. Since128

ion-neutral collisions can be neglected at higher altitudes, the ion velocity is determined129

by E×B-drifts. The electric field is calculated as E = − (vi,F ×B). F-region ion ve-130

locities vi,F are derived from the highest altitude channel at ∼ 300 km. The electric field131

originating from plasma convection at high latitudes quantifies the solar impact, whereas132

the atmospheric forcing from below strongly depends on the ion-neutral collision frequency133

νin, which is altitude dependent reducing the effective coupling strength with increas-134

ing thermospheric altitude. Very often collision frequencies are inferred from a model neu-135

tral atmosphere (e.g., MSIS Hedin, 1991) and a collision model which can be either em-136

pirical (Chapman, 1956) or analytical (R. W. Schunk & Walker, 1973). In this paper,137

we apply the NRLMSISE-00 model (Picone et al., 2002) and the empirical model for ion-138

neutral collision frequencies139

νin = 2.6 · 10−9 · nn

[
cm−3

]
·A−1/2

[
s−1

]
(2)

described in Chapman (1956); Kelly (2009), with neutral particle density nn and140

A = mi [amu]. However, the accuracy of any collision model at altitudes ≳ 120 km141

has to be considered carefully (Nozawa et al., 2010; Williams & Virdi, 1989). A direct142

measurement of the ion-neutral collision frequencies is possible with the current EISCAT143

system due to its multifrequency capability with simultaneous operation of UHF and VHF144

radars (Grassmann, 1993; Nicolls et al., 2014). Unfortunately, there were no multifre-145

quency experiments scheduled during the investigated campaign and the analysis of these146

requires careful additional testing which is beyond the scope of this paper.147

2.2 Meteor radar148

Meteor radars have become an ubiquitous sensor monitoring winds at the meso-149

sphere and lower thermosphere. These instruments observe small meteoroids, which are150

formed when extraterrestrial particles with a sufficient kinetic energy enter the Earth’s151

atmosphere. Small meteoroids can penetrate deep into the atmosphere until they encounter152

a sufficiently dense region. The impinging atmospheric molecules and atoms decelerate153

and heat the particles to such an extend that the meteoric material is vaporized and atoms154

are released from the meteoroid. Due to the collisions with the ambient neutral atmo-155

sphere the released atoms are thermalized and form an ambipolar diffusing plasma trail,156

often called meteor, that is drifted by the neutral winds. Specular meteor radars detect157

most of these trails at altitudes between 70-110 km. For a large enough number of me-158

teor trails, horizontal wind velocities can be measured with an ’all-sky’-fit (Hocking et159

al., 2001). This is usually done with a time resolution of 1h and 2 km altitude bins.160

In Kiruna (67.9° N, 21.1° E), a meteor radar has been continuously operated since161

1999 and therefore provides measurement for the time of the EISCAT campaign described162

above. Meteor radars have been used for the investigation of various types of waves in163

the upper atmosphere, including atmospheric tides, and provide a well tested measure-164

ment method (Pokhotelov et al., 2018; Stober et al., 2021). Since the derivation of neu-165

tral wind velocities from EISCAT measurements is not as well established, meteor radar166

measurements can be used as a reference at the lower boundary. In this paper, measure-167

ments from EISCAT and the Kiruna meteor radar will be merged to test the validity of168

the procedure described in the previous section. A large offset of ISR and meteor radar169
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data would be clearly visible if present. Also, the total observed altitude range is extended170

significantly downwards.171

3 Models172

3.1 GAIA173

The Ground-to-Topside Model of Atmosphere and Ionosphere for Aeronomy (GAIA)174

is a global circulation model (GCM) giving neutral dynamics for all altitudes from the175

ground up to ∼ 600 km (Jin et al., 2012). GAIA data has been compared and verified176

with experiment data from numerous different apparatuses for time spans up to several177

decades. The GAIA dataset used for the analysis presented in Section 5 has been pre-178

viously applied for long term investigations in H. Liu et al. (2017) and Stober et al. (2021).179

We summarize the most important features and refer to these publications for more de-180

tailed information.181

The atmosphere up to ∼ 30 km altitude is constrained to the JRA-25/55 reanal-182

ysis (Onogi et al., 2007) using a nudging technique. While the solar irradiance is parametrized183

with the F10.7 index, the geomagnetic activity is set to a constant value. Therefore, the184

cross polar potential is held at 30 kV for all model data, corresponding to a moderate185

geomagnetic activity. The neutral wind components are provided on a grid with a res-186

olution of 1° in latitude and 2.5° in longitude. The altitude resolution is 1/5 of the re-187

spective scale height at each altitude. The analysis presented in this paper has been con-188

ducted with preprocessed files giving the data in 10 km altitude bins. The time resolu-189

tion is 0.5 h.190

3.2 WACCM-X(SD)191

The Community Earth System Model (CESM) is a combination of models cover-192

ing different parts of the Earth system (Hurrell et al., 2013). The Whole Atmosphere193

Community Climate Model Extension WACCM-X (H.-L. Liu et al., 2018) is the part of194

the CESM describing the atmosphere from the ground up to ≳ 500 km. The data pre-195

sented in this paper was generated with a Special Dynamics run WACCM-X(SD) (Gasperini196

et al., 2020) and previously used in Stober et al. (2021). Again, we only give a brief overview197

and refer to the mentioned publications.198

The lower atmosphere is constrained up to ∼ 50 km to NASA’s reanalysis MERRA199

(Rienecker et al., 2011). Other than the used GAIA run, WACCM-X(SD) does not set200

a fixed cross polar potential. The polar convection is calculated using the Heelis model201

(Heelis et al., 1982) and the geomagnetic activity is therefore parametrized by the Kp202

index. The longitudinal resolution is 2.5° and values are given in 3h intervals. Since the203

model is evaluated on hydrostatic pressure levels, the altitude range extends from 992.5204

hPa near the ground up to ∼ 4 · 10−10 hPa. The height resolution above ∼ 50 km is205

1/4 of the respective scale height. The corresponding geopotential altitudes are given206

for each time and position and range roughly from the ground up to ∼ 500 km. In the207

transition region, the geopotential height resolution varies between 1 km and 5 km.208

The different parametrization of geomagnetic activity in the used GAIA and WACCM-209

X runs are ideal to investigate its influence on neutral winds at different altitudes. How-210

ever, since both models extend to the ground and are restrained to reanalysis of mete-211

orological data (Stober et al., 2021), it is not feasible investigating the impact of atmo-212

spheric forcing in these models.213

3.3 TIE-GCM214

The Thermosphere Ionosphere Electrodynamic General Circulation Model (TIE-215

GCM) (Richmond et al., 1992) is a stand alone ionosphere model and also part of the216

Coupled Magnetosphere-Ionosphere-Thermosphere Model (CMIT) (Qian et al., 2014).217
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Figure 1. Neutral winds at 115 km altitude in zonal (left) and meridional (right) direction.

The uncertainty has been determined from the measurement uncertainty by means of Gaussian

error propagation.

The data presented in this paper was generated from several runs performed with the218

TIE-GCM Model Version 2.0.219

In contrast to the two models described above, TIE-GCM does not extend down220

to the ground, but implies a lower boundary condition at ∼ 99 km altitude. The hor-221

izontal neutral winds and neutral temperatures at the boundary are specified by input222

files. These quantities are calculated from the monthly averaged amplitudes and phases223

of diurnal and semidiurnal tides given by the Global Scale Wave Model (GSWM) (Hagan224

& Forbes, 2002, 2003). Performing separate runs with empirical GSWM tidal input, al-225

ternated values or no tidal input at all allows to assess the impact of atmospheric dy-226

namics and the forcing from below. Same as for WACCM-X, the Heelis model is used227

to obtain the cross polar potentials and geomagnetic activity is parametrized according228

to the Heelis parametrization (Heelis et al., 1982). TIE-GCM gives output data on a 2.5°229

× 2.5° grid with a time resolution of 1h. Furthermore, TIE-GCM data is provided on230

logarithmic altitude coordinates (atmospheric ln pressure coordinate) ln
(

p0

p

)
for the pres-231

sure p at a certain altitude. The reference pressure p0 = 5·10−5 hPa corresponds roughly232

to ∼ 225 km altitude and the atmospheric ln pressure coordinate ranges from -6.875 to233

7.125 in 0.25 increments. This corresponds to a resolution of 1/4 in scale height units.234

The geopotential altitude ranges from ∼ 96 km to ∼ 590 km with a resolution that steadily235

increases from ∼ 2 km to ∼ 18 km with increasing height.236

4 Experiment data237

This section will give an overview on the results from analysis of experimental data238

with the instruments presented in Section 2. The most important features will be high-239

lighted. Interpretation of these features and comparison to the results from model data240

analysis will be given in Section 6.241

4.1 Neutral wind242

As described in Section 2.1, three dimensional ion velocity vectors where calculated243

from four line of sight measurements and then used to derive three dimensional neutral244

wind vectors. Figure 1 shows the calculated neutral winds in zonal and meridional di-245

rections for the measurement channel corresponding to 115 km altitude.246
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Figure 2. The upper row shows the amplitudes of diurnal (left) and semidiurnal (right) os-

cillations in zonal (top) and meridional (bottom) direction during September 2005. Data from

EISCAT and meteor radar are merged together. The lower row shows the variations of geomag-

netic activity (magnetic local time subset of the SME index, left) and the solar irradiation (F10.7

index, right) during the measurement time.

Error bars shown in Figure 1 are calculated from the ion velocity measurement un-247

certainties which affect the neutral wind values both directly and via the electric field248

calculation. Uncertainties of the ion-neutral collision frequency, which can have a ma-249

jor impact (Williams & Virdi, 1989), are not shown. While the relative uncertainties at250

altitudes ≳ 110 km are reasonably small (≤ 40%), they tend to increase with decreas-251

ing altitudes (≤ 70%). The lower electron density results in smaller signal-to-noise ra-252

tios and consequently to increased statistical uncertainties in the derived ISR parame-253

ters. Neutral wind velocities calculated from EISCAT measurements at low altitudes should254

therefore be treated carefully when looking at absolute values. The determination of tidal-255

like oscillation amplitudes, however, is still possible with reasonable accuracy compared256

to other altitudes since the ASF technique takes into account uncertainties of the input257

data. The strong outliers at single timepoints (around day 19) and data gaps (around258

day 21) visible in Figure 1, both likely caused by problems with the radar system, can259

also be handled by the ASF method.260

The diurnal and semidiurnal amplitudes are determined separately for each alti-261

tude level. Figure 2 shows the amplitudes of tidal-like oscillations measured by the Kiruna262

meteor radar (80 km ≤ h ≤ 104 km) and the EISCAT UHF in Tromsø (96 km ≤ h ≤263

142 km). To see possible correlations, indices for geomagnetic activity and solar irradi-264

ation during the time of the measurement campaign are also shown in Figure 2. The Su-265

perMAG Auroral Electrojet (SME) index and its subsets in magnetic local time (MLT)266

quantify the geomagnetic activity. A more detailed description will be given in Section267

4.2. The F10.7 index is commonly used to quantify solar irradiation.268
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Figure 3. Ratio of semidiurnal to diurnal amplitudes shows two-band structure of dominant

semidiurnal oscillations.

The figure shows the merged amplitudes of both systems and reflects the transi-269

tion altitude between both instruments at about 100 km. Additionally, the graphic in-270

dicates the presence of a data gap around September 21st for the EISCAT observations,271

whereas the meteor radar wind time series remains uninterrupted during the entire pe-272

riod. Considering the different geographic locations of both instruments, which are about273

100 km apart from each other, the similarity of the amplitudes in magnitude an variabil-274

ity is remarkable. Some features even seem to extend across the coverage gap (see A12275

meridional, around September 15th). This strongly reinforces the validity of the neutral276

wind calculation method summarized in Section 2.1. Both oscillations show an increas-277

ing amplitude with altitude due to decreasing atmospheric density. Especially the diur-278

nal oscillations are difficult to recognize at 120 km. The variability of diurnal and semid-279

iurnal oscillations can now be compared and investigated concerning a different forcing280

mechanism.281

The next step is the determination of the dominant tidal mode at each time and282

altitude. Therefore, the amplitude ratio of semidiurnal and diurnal oscillations is cal-283

culated and shown in Figure 3.284

The ratio of zonal amplitudes A12u/A24u in the upper plot of Figure 3 corresponds285

very much to what is expected from the tidal theory (Lindzen, 1979). Semidiurnal vari-286

ations are predominant up to altitudes of ∼ 110−120 km. Above that, most of the time287

diurnal oscillations exhibit larger amplitudes. Meridional tidal amplitudes, however, in-288

dicate distinct differences and, thus, points out that this tidal component governed by289

additional more complicated physical processes. While the transition from predominant290

semidiurnal to diurnal tide also takes place at and around 110 km altitude, there is an291

upper band of strong semidiurnal oscillations especially during the first half of Septem-292

ber. This apparent weakening of the upper SW2 band around equinox is an important293

feature since atmospherically forced SW2 tides have been shown to undergo such an au-294
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tumn transition (Pedatella et al., 2021). Whether this upper band is generated in situ295

or forced by some atmospheric tidal mode that propagates unusually far up remains to296

be investigated in more detail.297

Assuming in situ generation being correlated to geomagnetic activity, one can ap-298

ply a geomagnetic activity filter and thereby visualize how oscillations behave differently299

by setting thresholds to define high and low activity periods.300

4.2 Geomagnetic activity filter301

There are various indices quantifying the geomagnetic activity at different latitudes302

and sometimes also longitudes. At high latitudes, the Auroral Electrojet (AE) index is303

probably the most commonly used, measuring the strength of east- and westwards di-304

rected currents in the auroral zone. However, the AE index uses a set of stations spread305

across all longitudes. Since the measurements presented in this paper only cover a lo-306

cal region around ∼ 20° E longitude, it is more appropriate to use an index that also307

includes local subsets.308

The SuperMAG Auroral Electrojet (SME) index (Newell & Gjerloev, 2011) is cal-309

culated from magnetometer data taken by all stations of the SuperMAG network in a310

latitudinal range from 40° N to 80° N. Additionally to a global index value, the SME in-311

dex is given in 24 local sub-channels, each covering one hour of magnetic local time (MLT)312

(Newell & Gjerloev, 2014). Knowing the magnetic local time at Tromsø (MLT = UTC313

+ 2.5), it is possible to bin the data time intervals corresponding to the appropriate MLT314

channel for each observation and, thereby, generating a local SME index.315

A superposed epoch analysis (SEA) (Singh & Badruddin, 2006) is performed on316

a set of local SME indices for each of the 30 days during September 2005. To filter out317

high activity periods, a local SME index filter threshold 0.0 ≤ TSME ≤ 1.0 is defined.318

For instance TSME = 0.9 means that for each time of day, the ten percent highest ac-319

tivity observations are not included in the analysis. Figure 4 shows the diurnal and semid-320

iurnal amplitudes in the meridional neutral wind determined for three different datasets321

with different TSME values.322

It should be noted here again, that while the amplitudes are fitted on the data with323

a temporal resolution of 6 min, the amplitudes are averaged using a one day sliding win-324

dow. Therefore, gaps in the presented data will only occur if the SME index is consis-325

tently above the defined threshold for at least a full day. Shorter high activity periods326

will not be considered for the ASF fitting, but an amplitude value is given for these times327

due to the averaging. The possibility of ASF being applied on a dataset with notable328

gaps is central at this point.329

The upper row of Figure 4 shows the unfiltered (TSME = 1.0) meridional ampli-330

tudes. Both amplitudes maximise for higher altitudes. There are periods, most notably331

at and shortly after day 10, where large diurnal amplitudes seem to be present at lower332

altitudes. A similar effect, but weaker, is observed for semidiurnal amplitudes at the same333

time. The analysis on the filtered datasets for TSME = 0.9 and TSME = 0.8 indicates334

that such enhancements of the diurnal amplitudes at lower altitudes appears to be con-335

nected to periods of consistently high geomagnetic activity. Shorter time intervals of high336

activity exhibit a much weaker effect since the amplitudes of the filtered data changes337

only slightly compared to the unfiltered observations during the rest of the month. The338

increase of diurnal amplitude for stronger geomagnetic activity could be expected since339

the convection electric fields are directly connected to auroral currents. The fact that340

a similar correlation is observed for the semidiurnal tidal amplitudes suggests, however,341

that this tidal mode also depends on the geomagnetic activity. This would mean that342

semidiurnal oscillations at high altitudes are not the result of upwards propagating at-343

mospheric tides. The upper altitude band seen in Figure 3 would rather be in situ gen-344

erated according to this.345
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Figure 4. Geomagnetic impact on meridional amplitudes of diurnal (left) and semidiur-

nal (right) oscillations shown by comparison of amplitudes with local SME index thresholds

TSME = [1.0; 0.9; 0.8] (from the top). For both diurnal and semidiurnal oscillations, strong ampli-

tudes reaching down to 120 km can be associated with high geomagnetic activity.

If the semidiurnal variations are indeed connected to the same convection electric346

fields as the diurnal oscillations, the 12h amplitude should be visible in the ion veloc-347

ities at higher altitudes as well.348

4.3 High altitude ion velocities349

F-region neutral winds are inferred from the ion velocity observations of EISCAT.350

The ion velocities at ∼ 300 km altitude permit to estimate the convection electric field351

required in Equation 1. Furthermore, these high altitude ion velocities can now be di-352

rectly investigated for periodicities. Diurnal and semidiurnal amplitudes are shown in353

Figure 5.354

The diurnal amplitudes exhibit a pronounced peak at and shortly after day 10, which355

occurs coincidentally with the increased geomagnetic activity. A second, smaller peak,356

at day 15 can also be attributed to geomagnetic activity. At the magnetic latitude MLAT357

67 in Tromsø, the stronger zonal variations fit the two cell convection pattern very well,358

whereas closer to the geomagnetic pole the meridional component becomes dominant (Wu359

et al., 2017). The semidiurnal oscillations exhibit a very similar pattern with distinct peaks360

during high activity periods. Furthermore, the diurnal and semidiurnal wind variations361

are stronger in the zonal component than in the meridional. As expected, the semidi-362

urnal amplitudes are weaker compared to the diurnal amplitudes. However, the 12h vari-363

ations shown in Figure 5 are notably higher than a higher harmonic of 24h oscillation.364

This leads to the conclusion that polar convection might force semidiurnal oscillations.365

Possible reasons for this are discussed in Section 6.366

To obtain more information about the spatial shape of this semidiurnal tidal-like367

oscillations and its origin, global model data is analysed.368
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Figure 5. Diurnal (left) and semidiurnal (right) amplitudes in the ion velocities from the F-

region altitude channel measured with EISCAT.

5 Model data369

This section will give an overview on the results from analysis of global simulation370

data with the models presented in Section 3. The most important features will be high-371

lighted. Interpretation of these features and comparison to the results from measurement372

data analysis will be given in Section 6.373

5.1 Neutral wind374

GCM models provide neutral wind velocities on a global longitude and latitude grid.375

The data is analyzed in the range from day 200 to 320 (July 19th to November 16th)376

of the year 2005. The plots in this Section are restricted to the days of the EISCAT mea-377

surement campaign to allow a direct comparison of the dynamics over these days. The378

neutral wind velocities are analysed at a single latitude corresponding to Tromsø for all379

datasets. Furthermore, the GCM longitudinal resolution is the same in all models with380

2.5°.381

As described in Section 1, the ASF here fits not only for the time period of neu-382

tral wind oscillations but also for zonal wave numbers 0 ≤ k ≤ 3. To compare the model383

data with the measurements, the perspective of a local observer needs to be taken into384

account. The resultant amplitudes of the combined migrating and non-migrating modes385

were extracted at 20° E longitude to ensure that a comparison with the observations is386

meaningful. As expected, the clearly dominating tidal-like modes for both diurnal and387

semidiurnal oscillations are the sun-synchronous modes DW1 and SW2. Therefore, we388

only present the obtained amplitudes for these modes.389

To investigate the impact of different forcings from below, model runs with differ-390

ent lower boundaries are compared.391

5.1.1 Impact of geomagnetic activity (GAIA and WACCM-X(SD))392

As described in Section 3, the GAIA applies a constant cross polar potential cor-393

responding to a low geomagnetic activity. The impact of geomagnetic activity will be394

determined by comparison to the WACCM-X(SD) run. However, since polar convection395

is not completely switched off in the GAIA, the impact of the convection pattern can396

only be determined by comparing data from both models and data from the mid-latitudes,397

which should be almost not affected by the geomagnetic activity.398
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Figure 6. Comparison of GAIA (top) and WACCM-X(SD) (bottom) amplitudes of the DW1

(left) and SW2 (right) tidal modes at high latitudes (70° N).

Figure 6 shows the amplitudes of DW1 and SW2 obtained from GAIA and WACCM-399

X(SD) data evaluated at the Tromsø geographical position.400

To ensure comparability between data from model runs with different forcing or401

evaluated at different latitudes, the colour scale is kept the same for all view graphs. Within402

the expected deviations due to different handling of geomagnetic activity, the models show403

similar tidal-like behaviour:404

The diurnal oscillations exhibit large amplitudes in the meridional component at405

high altitudes in both models during the selected time interval. This indicates that os-406

cillations forced by plasma convection in the F-region have a larger impact on the tran-407

sition region processes for higher geomagnetic activity.408

The semidiurnal amplitudes indicate a pronounced maximum band at or slightly409

above ∼ 100 km altitude in both models and for the zonal and meridional direction. Ac-410

cording to classical tidal theory, this is associated with upward propagating atmospheric411

tides. The amplitude of vertically propagating tides is supposed to show an exponen-412

tial growth with increasing altitude. However, at the lower transition region the wave413

energy starts to be dissipated due to the ion drag (Smith, 2012). Additionally, both sim-414

ulations show a multi-band structure of strong semidiurnal amplitudes. GAIA shows two415

bands in both zonal and meridional direction with the upper band extending down to416

∼ 130 − 160 km. This upper band is clearly more influential in meridional direction,417

linking it to the convection pattern, and seems to undergo a transition process around418

the autumn equinox. This autumn transition can also be found in the WACCM-X(SD)419

data. This run even exhibits a third band at altitudes ≳ 200 km. Here, we will focus420

on the second band which is taken to correspond to the upper band in the GAIA run.421

This second band reflects strong semidiurnal oscillations, which appear to be inhibited422
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Figure 7. Comparison of GAIA (top) and WACCM-X(SD) (bottom) amplitudes of the DW1

(left) and SW2 (right) tidal modes at mid latitudes (44° N).

or not excited in zonal direction, presumably also due to the larger extension of the con-423

vection pattern as discussed before.424

In conclusion, it can be said that both model runs agree in various important and425

unexpected features, mostly the multi-band structure of the SW2 tidal-like mode. Though426

there are distinct differences, these seem to be mostly caused by the different parametriza-427

tion of geomagnetic activity. A forcing of both DW1 and SW2 oscillations by polar plasma428

convection seem to provide a reasonable explanation of the observed results.429

To investigate this conclusion even further, one can look at the neutral wind data430

from the same model runs at mid-latitudes where the polar convection should have no431

influence. Figure 7 shows the exact same tidal-like modes as Figure 6 but at 44° north-432

ern latitude.433

The diurnal amplitudes are decreased in both models for both directions at all al-434

titudes. This monotonous decrease strongly indicates polar convection to be a major source435

of neutral wind oscillations. It can also be seen that the decrease is stronger in merid-436

ional direction where the amplitudes went down to almost negligible magnitude in GAIA437

and significantly reduced compared to the strong amplitudes in WACCM-X(SD). While438

also smaller, the zonal amplitudes underwent less of a reduction going from high- to mid-439

latitudes. The meridional DW1 oscillations are definitely connected to high latitude ef-440

fects. For zonal oscillations there seems to be at least one other significant effect which441

has nearly equal strength at polar and mid-latitudes.442

The SW2 oscillation maximum at ∼ 100 km associated with upward propagating443

tides is also visible at lower latitudes, providing confidence to our previous interpreta-444

tion. The upper band is missing in the WACCM-X(SD) data. This is contrary to GAIA,445
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Figure 8. Amplitudes of SW2 tidal-like oscillation from the TIE-GCM model at high (up)

and mid-latitudes (bottom). Presented are two separate runs with realistic (left) and zero (right)

atmospheric tidal input.

which indicates an upper band of strong semidiurnal oscillations. The transition of the446

SW2 oscillations observed around autumn equinox seems to be reversed at mid-latitudes447

with the upper band tending to gain intensity afterwards. This transition and the fact448

that the upper SW2 band does not completely vanish at mid-latitudes indicates that it449

might not be forced only by polar plasma convection but rather due to an interplay of450

several processes. Different wave modes forced by these processes interfere. If the forc-451

ing changes, this can lead to a change from constructive to destructive interference. Dif-452

ferent interference of the wave modes could explain the sudden transitions observed around453

equinox.454

5.1.2 Impact of atmospheric forcing (TIE-GCM)455

Comprehensive models such as GAIA and WACCM-X involve complex processes,456

which have to be parametrized posing challenges to conduct and investigate more iso-457

lated processes. TIE-GCM offers the possibility to investigate the ionosphere and ther-458

mosphere by applying a well-defined lower boundary condition describing the middle at-459

mospheric forcing. Figure 8 shows the results of two different model runs, one performed460

using an empirical input for tidal oscillations at 99 km and one with tidal amplitudes461

set to zero at the boundary. The dominance of sun-synchronous tidal-like modes and the462

behaviour of DW1 oscillations are similar as found in other models. Therefore, further463

investigations are restricted to SW2 oscillations from these model runs.464

Additionally to different atmospheric boundary conditions, different latitudes are465

considered as well. At high latitudes, the TIE-GCM run with empirical GSWM tidal forc-466
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ing exhibits a SW2 amplitude structure that resembles the tidal fields very similar to the467

ones shown in Figure 6 from GAIA and WACCM-X(SD). This run indicates a two band468

structure accompanied by a transition of the upper band around the autumn equinox.469

Though, the lower band is notably weaker than in the other models suggesting that the470

tidal amplitudes are underestimated for the lower boundary. This is confirmed when com-471

paring the amplitudes of TIE-GCM initialized with a zero tidal activity at the lower bound-472

ary. In this model run, the lower band mostly vanishes, whereas the upper band appears473

to be not affected, which also excludes an atmospheric forcing as origin of the upper SW2474

band structure. It should be noted, that propagating tides forced by EUV absorption475

above the lower boundary are still present in TIE-GCM. At mid-latitude, we obtain a476

similar picture as already found in Figure 7, showing a notably reduced SW2 amplitude477

at high altitudes and a nearly unaffected amplitude at lower altitudes. Most interest-478

ingly here, even the high altitude SW2 oscillations are still visible and seem to be forced479

by the propagating tides from the middle atmosphere, since they vanish in the run with480

artificially zero tidal forcing at the lower boundary. Prompting the same conclusion of481

the upper SW2 band being linked to the polar plasma convection, this also brings new482

insight regarding the transition around equinox. Indeed, there seem to be several pro-483

cesses that drive SW2-like oscillations and the observed autumn transition seems to be484

caused by their interaction.485

5.2 Phase progression analysis486

Phase progression analysis permits to distinguish between propagating tidal modes487

and in situ generated evanescent modes. The time of maximum should be steadily shifted488

with altitude for an upwards propagating oscillation, showing as a swift change of phase.489

Semidiurnal oscillations observed in EISCAT data below 120 km have been identified to490

correspond to upward propagating atmospheric tides (Nozawa et al., 2010). Furthermore,491

the model data is used in this paper to extend the altitude coverage well into the F-layer492

at mid- and polar-latitudes. Figure 9 shows the time of maximum of the semidiurnal os-493

cillations in the meridional winds extracted from GAIA and WACCM-X(SD). To em-494

phasize the autumn transition seen in the oscillation amplitudes, the whole range of model495

data from day 200 to day 320 is shown here.496

Both models show a steady phase progression at low altitudes and nearly constant497

phase at higher altitudes. The boundary between progressing and constant phase is no-498

tably higher up in GAIA which is related to the fixed low geomagnetic activity in the499

model. For both models, the boundaries are found at similar altitudes as the upper SW2500

band in Figure 6. This clearly reinforces the conclusion that the lower SW2 band is caused501

by upwards propagating atmospheric tides and the upper SW2 band is in situ forced.502

The mentioned boundary between progressing and constant phase additionally allows503

to mark the transition from dominant solar to terrestrial atmospheric dynamical forc-504

ing. The sudden transition around equinox (DOY 265) is also visible in the phases, es-505

pecially from GAIA data at high latitudes. This suggests a strongly increased propaga-506

tion of atmospheric tides as main cause for the transition. WACCM-X(SD) uses much507

stronger geomagnetic activity which counteracts the upwards propagation of tides. This508

might explain why the transition is more pronounced in GAIA data. At mid-latitudes,509

both models show a steady change of the phase boundary. The reversed transition of the510

upper SW2 band seen in Figure 7 cannot be explained from the shown phase progres-511

sion. However, phase progression analysis is a helpful technique to quantify the respec-512

tive influence of geomagnetic and atmospheric forces and to identify the altitude where513

the dominant processes change.514

5.3 High altitude ion velocities515

Since the high altitude ion velocity oscillations are measured in EISCAT at 300 km516

altitude, the reliability of the model data at high altitudes can be partially verified. Con-517
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Figure 9. Phase progression of the SW2 mode from GAIA (a and c) and WACCM-X(SD)

(b and d) at high latitudes (a and b) and mid-latitudes (c and d). Both models give a nearly

constant phase at the altitudes of the upper band, indicating an in situ generation of this band.

sidering that GAIA uses a constant cross-polar potential, it is expected that plasma con-518

vection ion velocities should indicate increased discrepancies compared to the ISR ob-519

servations. WACCM-X(SD) and TIE-GCM include the Kp index to parametrize geo-520

magnetic activity and therefore should achieve a better agreement in the ion velocities521

resembling the measurements. Figure 10 shows diurnal and semidiurnal oscillation am-522

plitudes of the ion velocity at 300 km altitude from GAIA, WACCM-X(SD) and TIE-523

GCM.524

It can be seen that the diurnal oscillation amplitudes are dominant and indicate525

reasonable agreement for TIE-GCM and WACCM-X(SD), which was already found for526

the geomagnetic activity. Semidiurnal oscillations also have significant amplitudes and527

tentatively also correspond to the geomagnetic activity. It can be concluded that semid-528

iurnal oscillations at high altitudes are forced by the same plasma convection as diur-529

nal oscillations. GAIA ion velocity amplitudes are similar to WACCM-X(SD) and TIE-530

GCM amplitudes at low activity times and show little variability. The ion velocity os-531

cillations of WACCM-X(SD) and TIE-GCM are highly similar in amplitudes and dynam-532

ics.533

6 Interpretation of results from measurements and models534

The first part of this study evaluated the validity of both EISCAT measurements535

in comparison to the model fields from GAIA and WACCM-X(SD). The neutral wind536

computation method applied to EISCAT data was verified with meteor radar measure-537

ments for the overlapping altitude region. From the combined data set, combined neu-538

tral wind measurements from ∼ 80−140 km altitude were derived. Since meteor radars539

have proven to be a highly reliable and worldwide used technique (see Section 2.2 and540

references there within), the good agreement between EISCAT and meteor radar am-541

plitudes suggests a good reliability of both neutral wind data products. The most im-542

portant feature found from the analysis of the EISCAT measurements was an upper band543

of unexpectedly strong semidiurnal oscillations. Comparison with the results from three544

separate ionosphere GCM models confirmed a two band structure of 12h modulations545
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Figure 10. Diurnal (top) and semidiurnal (bottom) high altitude ion velocity amplitudes from

GAIA, WACCM-X(SD) and TIE-GCM (left to right).

in the ionosphere. However, the three models all give different amplitudes and indicate546

altitudinal differences of the transition regions between the 12h oscillation bands. We547

attribute this to different handling of geomagnetic activity and the cross-polar poten-548

tial, which affects the plasma convection pattern and strength within the polar cap. The549

observed lowest altitude of the upper semidiurnal oscillation band of ∼ 120 km −140550

km is well within the possible range given by WACCM-X(SD) and TIE-GCM. These use551

a more realistic approximation of geomagnetic activity than the GAIA. The application552

of a geomagnetic activity filter on the EISCAT data revealed that at high altitudes both553

diurnal and semidiurnal oscillations are forced by geomagnetic activity. For high activ-554

ity, strong oscillation amplitudes can reach down to low altitudes. This is supported by555

large amplitudes even down to low altitudes in those models which do not assume a gen-556

erally low geomagnetic activity. The comparison with mid-latitudes also in global mod-557

els further reinforces the measurement finding by suggesting the polar plasma convec-558

tion as origin of the upper semidiurnal oscillation band found with EISCAT. Additional559

to the apparent linkage to geomagnetic activity, the upper semidiurnal band seems to560

be nearly independent from atmospheric forcing. Two TIE-GCM runs with and with-561

out atmospheric boundary at ∼ 99 km show that while the lower 12h band vanishes when562

a net zero tidal atmospheric forcing is applied, however, the upper semidiurnal oscilla-563

tion region remains unchanged. This renders atmospheric forcing of the observed two564

band structure unlikely. However, the transition of the upper SW2 band around equinox565

as seen in all three models as well as EISCAT (also previously reported by Nozawa et566

al. (2010)) is very similar to what is expected for the lower SW2 band (Pedatella et al.,567

2021). In fact, the GAIA and WACCM-X(SD) runs clearly show transitions of the lower568

SW2 band at similar times as the upper one. This underlines a potential in situ forc-569

ing of high altitude SW2 oscillations, a possible connection to atmospheric dynamics re-570

mains with the observed autumn transition. The conclusion of forcing from above and571

below each being responsible for one of the observed regions is confirmed by the phase572

progression analysis. The phases of semidiurnal oscillations in the investigated model runs573

show a transition from phase propagation at low altitudes, corresponding to vertically574

propagating tidal modes, and a constant phase at high altitudes suggesting an in situ575

generation. Phase progression analysis also reveals a defined altitude at which the dom-576
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inant impact changes from atmospheric to geomagnetic forcing, marking a very impor-577

tant point for ionospheric dynamic. Again, different models show diverse transition al-578

titudes due to different implementations of the geomagnetic activity. Furthermore, we579

report another feature that was found by comparing high altitude ion velocities from EIS-580

CAT, WACCM-X(SD) and TIE-GCM, which reflect in the general morphology and also581

the amplitudes. However, the relative amplitudes between zonal and meridional ion ve-582

locities reflect distinct differences, which are not entirely understood. This might be con-583

nected with different shapes and sizes of the polar convection pattern and consequently584

different positioning of the evaluated grid point within this pattern. GAIA and WACCM-585

X(SD) apply different approaches on how the geomagnetic activity is implemented in the586

models resulting in different plasma convection patterns. In addition, the deviation of587

the Heelis model from the actual polar convection is not yet fully understood and re-588

quires further investigations that are beyond the present paper.589

7 Conclusion590

It has been shown that it is possible to perform continuous and combined obser-591

vations of neutral wind velocities with meteor radars and incoherent scatter radars. Such592

simultaneous observations are of major importance when studying the coupling of at-593

mospheric phenomena into the ionosphere. Another methodological improvement in this594

paper is the first use of the ASF technique on EISCAT measurements. This technique595

permits to resolve the day-to-day variability of unevenly sampled time series and an im-596

proved handling of the measurement uncertainties which are highly relevant in the ISR597

method. The thereby enabled larger altitude range revealed a previously not reported598

two band structure of strong semidiurnal oscillations. Using several global ionosphere599

models, we confirmed the measured two band structure and showed that both diurnal600

and semidiurnal tidal-like oscillations are sun-synchronous (DW1 and SW2). Phase pro-601

gression analysis and different atmospheric boundaries settings showed that the lower602

SW2 band is presumably a upwards propagating atmospheric tide. Tidal-like oscillations603

higher up are in situ forced and related to geomagnetic activity as shown in measure-604

ments. Comparing models at high and mid-latitudes suggest the origin of this forcing605

to be the polar plasma convection. The autumn transition of the high altitude SW2 os-606

cillation, seen both in measurements and model, resembles a previously reported autumn607

transition of SW2 oscillations (Pedatella et al., 2021). This suggests the existence of more608

than one forcing process. The exact mechanism behind this remains to be identified and609

studied in future investigations. The same goes for the suspected differences of size and610

shape of the plasma convection pattern in different models and reality which might be611

responsible for discrepancies in the relation of zonal and meridional dynamics.612
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